Writing Tablet Mystery

The mysterious ink writing tablet would have been written almost 2000 years ago. Using a wooden pen with an iron nib which you would have dipped into the ink and used to write the message.

Nicet aet distichus to their centurig. Off Paul brother that what you are about to do will be most successful. You are most worth to perform this task.

Good luck on your mission.
Farewell brother to Flavius Calalus cohort of the Ninth Cohort of Zataians

Write your translation below.

Use the Roman Alphabet to write your own secret messages or have a go at writing your name. Are all the letters you need there or do you need to adjust some?
Pick a writing tablet found at Vindolanda, it could be the birthday party invitation or the strength report and using the comic strip below draw and write the events that lead up to the writing tablet being written. Use your imagination and the characters from the tablets to fill in the story around a tablet. For instance what mission was Flavius Cerialis setting out on?
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